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Nicolas Cage
has a sort of
greatness, but
a greatness so
specific that it
can oscillate
between
splendour
and absurdity

film neededwit, a touch of subversion, forCage
to seem at home in it, the perfect example
being JohnWoo’s Face/Off.
In 1995, Cage found a suitable vehicle for
his talents in Leaving Las Vegas, Mike Fig-
gis’s grim drama about a drunken Hollywood
screenwriter who comes to the desert city to
kill himself. Ben intends to end it all through
the medium of alcohol, but meanwhile falls
in love with a Las Vegas sex worker (Elisabeth
Shue). Their relationship formed the touching
heart of a film that ultimately refused to give in
to cheap sentiment, and Cage richly deserved
the accolades — including an Oscar — that
came his way.

FRANTIC PRODUCTIVITY
An Oscar win can transport actors into Holly-
wood’s sunlit uplands, where they get to pick
and choose the plum roles and avoid the faint-
est whiff of B-movie squalor. But that doesn’t
soundmuch like Cage, who instead responded
to theAcademy’s approbation by plunging him-
self into film after film, without any apparent
interest in their quality.
There was the odd good one, of course, like
Martin Scorsese’s Bringing Out The Dead, but
by the mid-2000s, Cagewas knocking out four
films a year, each more forgettable than the
last. Why all this frantic productivity? “I cer-
tainly have a work ethic,” he told The Guardi-
an’s Hadley Freeman in 2018. “I’m the first to
arrive and the last to leave. But also, I thinkmy
children are to thank for that.” Cage has two
sons and another child on the way with his
fifth wife Riko Shibata, who is some 30 years
his junior.

Theatre
KatyHayes

Ballet Ireland’s triple bill of contemporary
choreography opens with Stepping Over
by Filipe Portugal, a highly romantic piece
where male and female dancers float in
delicate blue costumes. Grace and harmony
prevail as Philip Glass’s Tirol piano concerto
provides a somewhat muted musical
experience, more background than intrinsic.
The second piece, Strokes Through the

Tail, by choreographer Marguerite Donlon,
gleefully mines the humour in Mozart’s
Symphony No. 40. Dancers clad in formal
coat-tails and tulle skirts run a subtle
but effective satire on several of ballet’s
cherished holy cows; serried swans in
particular get a drubbing.
The third section, Christopher Bruce’s

Rooster, brings old-rocker sensibility to an
array of songs by The Rolling Stones. The

Satirical strutting cocks and serried swans

a youth-club vibe. The primary currency here
is energy: a young audience at the preview I
attended were out to have a good time and
happily fed off the energy blasting out.
But what is it doing on the Gate stage? If

the idea is to groom an audience for theatre
by attracting in young people, it’s deeply
wrong-headed. This show has pizzazz,
talented performers, a thumping bass sound
— but it’s not drama. It’s a beatbox gig and
it belongs in Vicar Street. There is a vibrant
audience for this, but it’s not a theatre
audience. It might be argued that hosting
this is better than the Gate being dark, but
it’s not much better.
It runs the risk of discouraging the

actual theatre audience who currently feel
alienated and uncatered for. In facing the
challenges of dwindling attendance, there is
a temptation to degrade the art form, rather
than strive to make better theatre. If this is
what we are going to be served, they might
as well put the key in the letterbox and turn
off the Gate lights.

Billed as “gig theatre”, this Battersea
Arts Centre production is more gig
than theatre. It is inspired by Mary
Shelley’s novel Frankenstein but

bears only tangential connection to that
Gothic novel in a few thematic rumblings. Its
primary focus is alienation and the internet.
The show starts with a warm-up act,

which gets the audience into the swing of
things. We get to join in the artistry and
make drum noises ourselves, with hissy
snares and hi-hats and kick drums. Then six
young performers take position, clad in grey
hoodies and black pants. They are from the
Battersea Beatbox Academy. Each has a
distinct personality and even more distinct
array of extraordinary sounds.
Co-directors Conrad Murray and David

Cumming harness the talents into neat
shapes for the individual songs, but the
cumulative effect is disappointing; the
show doesn’t build in any dramatic sense.
Lighting designer Sherry Coenen creates a
dynamic atmosphere with bare bulbs and
high contrasts.
Some performers emphasise vocal clarity

more than others, and the show sometimes
gets too shouty. A few beatbox battles are
fought where the audience gets to clap
loudest for the winner. The whole show has

It may be a blast, butwhy is the
Gate hosting a beatbox gig?

Energy: The cast
of Frankenstein:
How to Make a
Monster. Photo

by Joyce Nicholls

Frankenstein: How to
Make aMonster
Gate Theatre
until April 30; Everyman, Cork, June 17 & 18

BoldMoves
O’Reilly Theatre, Dublin
until tonight

Stones’ songs have a different flavour in
this context, more disciplined and careful,
as they are dominated by the spectacular
choreography. A humorous representation
of masculinity as a strutting cock is reprised
throughout.
This is a rewarding triptych, each with its

own highly distinctive flavour. The standout
is the Donlon piece, which has a sizzling
contemporary energy in its approach to
gender ambiguity; its ironic sideways
glance at ballet convention is a hoot. An
international company of first-rate dancers
dazzle with both personality and skill.

And as Cage has pointed out, just because a
film is ordinary, that’s no reason to phone your
performance in. “When I was doing four mov-
ies a year, back-to-back, I still had to find some-
thing in them to be able to give it my all,” he
said recently. “They didn’t work, all of them…
but I never phoned it in. So if there was a mis-
conception, it was that. That I was just doing it
and not caring. I was caring.”
I believe him, and I think Cage has a sort of
greatness, but a greatness so specific that it
can oscillate between splendour and absurd-
ity, sometimes in the same performance. But
when he finds the right script, the right direc-
tor, something special happens.
Like in Bad Lieutenant: Port of Call New
Orleans, Werner Herzog’s inspired crime
thriller in which Cage played Terence
McDonagh, a New Orleans cop who injures
his backwhile rescuing someone during Storm
Katrina and becomes a drug addict.
Cage’s method techniques are well known:
on Leaving Las Vegas, he hired the alcoholic
poet Tony Dingman to be his ‘drinking con-
sultant’. And for Bad Lieutenant, he compul-
sively snorted saccharine to get himself into
the mindset of a drug addict. “I think I really
freaked Werner out a bit,” he said afterwards,
“which then freakedme out because you really
have to have goneway out to freak outWerner”.
Leave it to Cage, a free spirit in an age of cor-
porate creativity, dull conformity, and an actor
worth watching no matter what dross he hap-
pens to be in.

⬤ ‘The UnbearableWeight Of Massive Talent’
is in cinemas now

National treasure:
Nicolas Cage plays
a parody of himself
in his newmovie
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 TRAGIC 
HEROINES 
 ON THE  
IRISH  
STAGE

Is the seemingly endless stream  
of female victims in plays creating 
an overreliance on ‘the damaged 
woman’ for creating drama,  
asks Katy Hayes 

parade  
of plays 
in which 
women are 
raped, abused, 
institutionalised or 
murdered by their hus-
bands. Last April there was a 
digital production of Sadie by David 
Ireland, about a Belfast cleaner who 
finally faces up to a tragic history of 
being sexually abused by her uncle and 
subsequently kills herself. Last June we 
had a production of The Saviour by 
Deirdre Kinahan, about a religious 
older woman who is seduced by a  
cunning paedophile who wants to gain 
access to her grandchildren. 

Last autumn’s Dublin Theatre Festi-
val had two plays about the theme of 
rape. Stronger by Geoff Power featured 
an art teacher, Jan, who enters a pro-
gramme of restorative justice to con-
front her attacker, a pupil in her class. 
Duck Duck Goose by Caitríona Daly is 
about Jane being raped at a party, and 
an ensuing criminal case that  
features toxic WhatsApp messages.

The Abbey’s Home: Part 1, last 
March, was a docudrama theatrical 
presentation in response to the  
Commission of Investigation into 
Mother and Baby Homes report. It  
featured actors reading extracts from 
the report, recreating the voices  
of the incarcerated women and their 
now-grown children. All the actors 
were female, even when the testi-
mony was from males. Only women 

can be victims and survivors, it seems.
Galway International Arts Festival in 

2019 staged an opera by the composer 
Brian Irvine and the director Netia 
Jones, Least Like the Other. It was about 
Rosemary Kennedy, the eldest of the 
American dynasty, who was cruelly 
subjected to a lobotomy to cure her 
mental illness. There was also an Enda 
Walsh audio installation, Waiting Room, 
about a traumatised woman whose 
only child dies. And next up was Cleft, 
by Fergal McElherron, about two 
women surviving on an island; one is 
raped and impregnated while her  
sister’s legs are chewed off by a tiger. 

The year before, the Galway Interna-
tional Arts Festival had three headline 
Irish shows that featured women being 
murdered by their husbands: The Sec-
ond Violinist, an opera by Donnacha 
Dennehy and Enda Walsh, was about a 
musician who kills his wife; Woyzeck in 
Winter, an adaption of the Büchner 
play entwined with a Schubert song 
cycle by Conall Morrison, in which the 
hero murders his common-law wife in 
a fit of jealousy; and a revival of  
Crestfall by Mark O’Rowe, in which all 
three female characters are subjected 
to violence and are like a trio of  
walking bruises — one of them is  

murdered by her husband. 
There are countless more 
examples from the past 

few years: Asking for It, 
based on Louise 

O’Neill’s novel 
about rape, played 
in the Everyman, 
the Abbey and 
the Gaiety. On 
Raftery’s Hill by 
Marina Carr, 
about t wo 
women who are 
raped by their 

father,  was 
revived at the 

Abbey. Rathmines 
Road by Kinahan, 

about a woman who 
meets her rapist dec-

ades after the crime, was at 
the Peacock. Purple Snowflakes 

and Titty Wanks by Sarah Hanly at 
the Peacock was about a woman suffer-
ing with an eating disorder. 

This is not a criticism of these indi-
vidual plays, some of which were very 
good. It is just the sheer overwhelming 
number of examples. Are we an espe-
cially misogynistic society producing 
art that fetishises the abuse of women? 
Yet some of this work is feminist-
informed, such as the two plays about 
rape in the last Dublin Theatre Festival. 
However, do they just pile up the bod-
ies on top of the more thoughtless 

patriarchal depictions of female vic-
tims? And what about the audience? Do 
they really want this theme to be end-
lessly explored? 

Emilie Pine, professor of modern 
drama at UCD, is the author of The 

Memory Marketplace — Witnessing Pain 
in Contemporary Irish and International 
Theatre, in which she identifies an 
expanding market for pain. “In a very 
general sense trauma sells,” she says, 
“and when sensitively done, as in Faith 
Healer, it’s sincerely moving and 
thought-provoking. But when it 
becomes a trope we should step back 
and think about its proliferation.”

Pine notes that in Ireland for many 
decades there wasn’t much of an appe-
tite for showing the kinds of violence 
and trauma women were being sub-
jected to, be it domestic violence,  
suicide or depression. “Now that door 
is fully open, and that trauma is no 
longer silenced, suppressed and hid-
den away, which is only a good thing,” 
she says. “The flip side is that we seem 
stuck inside a loop where there isn’t a 
different way of imagining an outcome 
for the lead female character. There is 
a problematic overreliance on ‘the 
damaged woman’ for creating drama.”

Audiences do find pleasure in the 
unpleasurable, she says. Because thea-
tre is live, we invest belief in the perfor-
mance even though we know it’s not 
real. “It can be very rewarding to go 
through deep emotion in response to a 
show. When people say, ‘That play 
made me cry,’ it’s a compliment 
because empathy brings us out of our-
selves and into someone else’s story, 
emotion and pain,” she says. “But you 
have to be careful of your audience as 
well. There has been a lot of bad press 
around the phrase ‘trigger warnings’, 
but I do think when you are putting sui-
cide on stage, or sexual violence, you 
have a duty of care to your audience. 
What might be deeply pleasurable for 
one person might be really traumatis-
ing for another.”

Among the guests on RTE’s The 
Tommy Tiernan Show last weekend was 
Marie Cassidy, the state pathologist 
from 2004 to 2018. Tiernan suggested 
the bodies she was called to examine 
were mostly female. Cassidy gently cor-
rected him: in fact victims of homicide 
are overwhelmingly male. We are so 
socialised by art to believe that only 
women can be victims that we have 
developed a skewed sense of the reality 
of violence. 

This endless stream of female victims 
on the stage is politically questionable, 
strategically unwise and also deeply 
depressing. “If you can see it, you can 
be it,” is the familiar feminist rallying 
cry about the visibility of women. But 
the corollary of that is “if that’s all you 
see, that’s all you can be”. If we are tell-
ing theatre-going women that their 
prime narrative value is as victims or 
survivors, it is a terrible message. It is a 
form of violence against women in itself. 
And it’s not that there should be no more 
of these types of plays, but for every 
Ophelia (from Hamlet) drowning herself 
in the lake, there should be a Portia 
(from The Merchant of Venice) kicking 
ass in a courtroom.  c 

What might 
be deeply 
pleasurable for 
one person 
might be really 
traumatising for another

Victim culture From left: Simone 
Kirby in Cleft, Niamh Cusack in 

Faith Healer and Denise Gough in 
Portia Coughlan. Bottom left: 

Emilie Pine is professor of 
modern drama at UCD
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T
he most dangerous place in  
Ireland for a woman is on the 
stage. Now running at the 
Abbey Theatre is Faith Healer 
by Brian Friel. Its main female 
character, Grace Hardy, salves 

her emotional pain with whiskey and 
we hear later she has died by suicide. 
Next month, on the same stage, we will 
see Portia Coughlan by Marina Carr, 
whose eponymous heroine is on the 
brandy first thing in the morning and 

dies by suicide. Last August, Walls 
and Windows by Rosaleen 

McDonagh featured a  
Traveller woman, Julia, who 
dies by suicide in lonely 

homeless accommodation 
surrounded by cans of 

beer. In a short space of 
time we have three main-

stage shows at the Abbey The-
atre featuring a female alco-

holic who kills herself. 
Is this an anomaly, 

an exceptional 
sequence of tragic 

heroines? No, 
unfortunately, it is 
not. There is more 
violence against 
women on the 
Irish stage than 
would be dis-
cussed in an 
incel chat room. 
We are being 
presented with  
a continuing 

Traveller woman, Julia, who 
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